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Many early Tribes or
Pueblos worked with
materials found naturally
(leather, stone, wood,
metals, bone, horn, tusk,
grasses and clay). Modern
importation and 20th
Century trading added glass
beads to this materials list.
Later, polymers from
“found” items were used for
jewelry and buttons by
some of the more ingenious
due to metal shortages
during the depression and
WWII.
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NATIONS, TRIBES & PUEBLOS
PUEBLOS
Taos
Picuris
San Juan
Santa Clara
San Ildefonso
Nambe
Pojoaque
Tesuque
Cochiti
Santo Domingo
San Felipe
Santa Ana
Zia
Jemez
Sandia
Isleta
Laguna
Acoma
Zuni
Hopi
Ysleta del Sur

DESERT
(Southwest)
Mojave
Kumeyaay
Tohono O’Odham
Pima
Maricopa
Navajo
Jicarilla Apache
ALASKA
Indian
Athabascan
Eyak
Haida
Tlingit
Tsimshian
Eskimo
Aleut
Alutiiq
Cup’ik
Inuit
Inupiaq
Yup’ik

WOODLAND
(Mississippi)
Chickasaw
Choctaw
Coushatta
Osage
(Southeast)
Catawba
Cherokee
Haliwa-Saponi
Pamunkey
Rappahannock
Upper Mattaponi
Mattaponi
(N
Northeast)
Iroquois
Wampanoig

The creation of these
early wares provided much
needed income to the
maker and provided the
curious tourist an easily
transportable, unusual and distinctive “trinket” as a memento. Some early
buttons were probably first brought home after 1880, when trains made
travel more common. Most buttons found in collections today were
probably transported across country by these tourists after 1920 when
automobile travel was popular, affordable and allowed access to the farremoved Pueblos and Tribes.
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POTTERY
We who are clay blended by the Master Potter,
come from the kiln of Creation in many hues.
Clay is a natural material
How can people say one skin is colored,
found all over the world on
when each has its own coloration?
river and lake banks.
What
should it matter that one bowl is dark
Workable clay is developed
and the other pale,
by the natural actions of
if each is of good design
climate and movement, rock,
and serves its purpose well."
soil, silica and alumina with a
~Polingaysi Qoyawayma, Hopi ~
variety of minerals and
organic materials. Each location’s clay has different characteristics of
texture, color and firing temperatures varying widely for each area.
While some modern potters will purchase chemically-produced clays
from ceramic supply companies, many still use the same clay that has
been used for hundreds of years by their Pueblo. An incredible amount of
work goes into making a single item of pottery. Clay is hand dug from
sacred areas and worked by hand. The clay is dried if wet and then refined
of debris, pebbles and twigs. It is then ground and mixed with added
tempers, and finally water is gradually mixed in. Experience and the “feel”
of clay is the only recipe used to formulate a mix that produces a strong
ware that can survive hand molding, polishing and firing. Gourds, grown
especially for this purpose, are used to scrape the
molded, dried wares to a smooth finish. Sanding is
still done with a stone.
Next a slip is prepared by mixing fine clay with
water. This prepares and smoothes the ware’s
surface for decoration, much like a canvas is coated
with gesso. Several coats of slip are applied and
then sanded and polished with a stone or cloth.
A yucca brush, as was used hundreds of years ago, is still used by most
potters to apply the decoration. Mineral pigments, vegetable binders and
clays again are gathered, processed and ground by hand to achieve the
intended colors. Exact mixtures are important, as
the colors can be too pale, powdery or flake after
firing if not mixed properly.
Finally, the ware is fired, which deepens
colors and bonds the decoration permanently to
the clay. High temperature electric kilns have
been used by most since the 1970s, a
refinement from the uneven heat of exposed
outdoor firing, though some still use various
forms of outdoor firing.
Navajo –

Women with Pueblo Pottery in hand at a Train Station, 1913

Navajo (Diné) Pottery Buttons - The Navajo
Signed Terrie Saxon
(Na-va-Ho) Nation today is found in the NE corner V. Mayhall Collection
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the Hopi villages and is known for silver overlay jewelry. Third Mesa village,
Oraibi, was established in approximately 1100 A.D. and is considered by
many to be the oldest inhabited settlement in North America. These
hunter/gathers began making pottery as early as 700 A.D.

Navajo - Katsina head, Corn Maiden and typical geometric cross pattern.
Very thin pottery.
Signed Terrie Saxon
V. Mayhall Collection

of Arizona and actually encompasses parts of adjacent Utah, Colorado and
New Mexico. The culture is matrilineal, with a woman remaining with her
family on her land when she marries. (Boy, is my husband lucky I’m not
Navajo!) She passes down traditions and makes all important decisions.
Children from the marriage are identified to the woman’s clan.
Originally women made pottery for home use, along with pipes and
ceremonial pieces. As the railroad reached these areas in the late 1800s
and trading posts were established, the need for making cooking pots and
storage vessels decreased and fewer people worked with pottery since they
could trade for modern cookware and glass jars. From the 1800s through
the 1930s, trading posts were the only customers for Navajo wares, with
“outsiders” purchasing pots through trading post owners. In 1960 the
tourist and collector market caused Navajo potters to begin producing pots
again. Though potters were traditionally women, many men now make
pottery and most modern work is signed by the potter.
Hopi Pottery Buttons – The Hopi (HO-pee) history is long, dating back to
a time when modern anthropologists refer to these early peoples as
Anasazi. This group is comprised of several clans in NE Arizona, living in
separate villages on the top or at the foot of Black Mesa. They live at three
small sides of the Mesa, named First, Second and Third. Walpi is the
oldest village at First Mesa and is world renowned for their hand-coiled
pottery made of earth colored clay. Second Mesa is the first location of all

Hopi – Signed “Old Oraibi AZ”
Hopi pottery bowl
V. Mayhall Collection

Hopi - Unusual 4 hole
signed “B.M. Old Oraibi”

The earliest pottery was decorated in black on white slip, and later red
wares with black or white on a red slip. Polychrome decoration (three or
more mineral slip colors) started to appear about 1300 A.D. In the 1800s
the outside world became interested in Hopi pottery, and a Hopi-Tewa
potter by the name of Nampeyo revived the old traditional decorations and
forms of pottery after seeing shards found at archaeological digs. Clay is
still dug near the home, and the clay is polished with stones, some passed
down for generations. Beeweed or Mustardweed is gathered in the spring,
boiled down and dried into cakes for later use for the black decoration.
The pot decoration is still applied today with Yucca brushes. The final ware
is fired in sheep dung and cedar wood.
Current typical slip colors are buff and a golden-buff color, and applied
paint decoration is typically black, red and white. The modern Hopi artist
has often broken with tradition, with many potters using techniques unique
to their pottery. Some potters use the sgrafitto decoration (carving into the
dried clay piece with a knife point or sharp
tool) and a few use the unusual repousse’
raised-surface decoration.
Jemez Pottery Buttons - Historically, the Jemez
(pronounced “Hay-Mess”) are one of 19
Pueblo Nations located in New Mexico. The
Jemez are not well known for their pottery
though recently more collectors have taken an
interest. Early decorated Jemez pottery is
characterized by Black-on-White decoration. It
ceased in the early to mid-eighteenth century
This Jemez button in all of its
when they destroyed hundreds of pots,
day-glow glory is the only one
preventing them from being taken by the
I’ve seen. It was acquired
Spanish. This style was never resumed, and
locally in an old button tin a
for the next 200 years, the Jemez People
few years ago. An amazing
obtained decorated pottery primarily from the
and rare find, but even more
special, given that it has
Pueblo of the Zia. Around the turn of the
Three Holes!
century, the Jemez started making pottery
V. Mayhall Collection
again, incorporating many of the Zia designs.
Back in the 1960s, it was easy to find their work at roadside souvenir
stands. Pottery was decorated with “Day Glow” poster paints, keeping up
with a trendy pop art and poster-hanging culture, but retaining traditional
design patterns. The bold color schemes made it easy for passing vehicles
to see the wares for sale. These brightly-colored vases, candle holders and
small pots are not particularly easy to find anymore, and buttons made by
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this Pueblo are scarce. Buttons made during this “day-glow” period are
extremely rare.
Primarily, Jemez pottery from the turn of the century is considered
“thick” and was not highly regarded by collectors. Jemez pottery remained
strictly a tourist item until styles changed during the late 1970-1980s.
Today, the Jemez have created their own distinctive pottery style,
incorporating simple, classic designs on tan colored clay. Though still
based on Zia design, the new Jemez pottery style can be identified by the
decoration of black-on-red and black/red on tan. It is unknown if any
modern Jemez potters currently make buttons.
Acoma Pottery Buttons - The Acoma (OCK-o-ma) made wares of pure white
clay, slipped in pure
white and decorated in
red and black since
the 18th Century.
Potters made smaller
contemporary items,
including buttons, to
meet the demand for
affordable, portable
tourist wares.
Designs on
traditional Acoma
pottery include
polychrome rainbow
Acoma road side pottery stand c. 1942
bands, birds, deer
(adapted from the Zuni deer motif), and black or dark brown and white
abstract stylized line designs adapted from ancient Anasazi, Mogollon, and
Mimbres wares. About 1940 these wares became increasingly intricate,
fine line designs. Many designs have pictorial meanings: hatching as a
symbol for rain, stepped motifs represent clouds, double dots stand for

Acoma – Signed Delores Lewis. Scarce story set depicting the human life
cycle starting with Youth (note the slim/trim waist), Middle Age (fat stomach),
and Aging (walking bent over with canes) V. Mayhall Collection
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raindrops, and other symbols
stand for mountains, lightning,
and thunderclouds. These
designs speak of the gifts from,
and interrelationships of,
phenomena such as water,
fertility, the life cycle, earth and
sky.
In Acoma legend, a story is
told of the sacred twins leading
their ancestors to Ako, the
magical white rock which became
their permanent home. The twins
also discovered and shared with

KoKopelli - The Humpbacked Flute Player.
The mysterious Kokopelli character is
found in a number of Native American
cultures, being especially prominent in
the Anazasi culture of the 'Four Corners'
area. The figure represents a mischievous
trickster or the Minstrel, the spirit of
music. Kokopelli is distinguished by his
dancing pose, a hunchback, and his flute.
It is one of the most widespread images
to have survived from ancient Anasazi
mythology, and is a prominent figure in
Hopi and Zuni legends. Kokopelli is also
revered by current-day descendants
including the Hopi, Taos and Acoma
pueblo peoples.

Acoma – Signed Dolores Lewis. Snakes (R and L) and two Kokopelli flute players.
V. Mayhall Collection
Dolores Lewis is the daughter of
world renowned Acoma potter Lucy
Lewis. Born in 1938, Dolores learned
the art of pottery making from her
mother. Today, Dolores is respected
as one of the best Southwestern
potters. Dolores has won awards at
the Santa Fe Indian Market and has
been exhibited at the Albuquerque
Museum and at the Taipei
International Exhibition of Traditional
Arts & Crafts, Taipei Fine Arts
Museum, Taipei, Taiwan, as well as
other fine museums and art shows
around the country. Her pottery is
made using the traditional methods
of her ancestors: she gathers her own
clay, collects natural pigments for her
paints, and uses a yucca brush to
paint her striking designs.

their people, the whitest, finest clay in
all the Southwest. Sky City, the old
pueblo of Acoma, claims to be the
oldest continuously occupied
settlement in the United States. (The
Hopi peoples of Old Oraibi village also
claim this distinction.)
Zia Pottery Buttons - The Pueblo of
Zia (Zee-yah),part of the Keres Nation,
has been occupied continuously since
about 1250 A. D. and is located
approximately 35 miles
northwest of Albuquerque, New
Mexico. Their design styles have
been copied for hundreds of years by
other Pueblos since they have
continuously traded their pottery to
neighboring pueblos.
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Zia pottery is identified by a reddish clay, buffcolored slip and polychrome decoration. Zia pottery
differs from other pottery because hand-ground
basalt stone is used as the temper for their handdug clay. The Zia rarely polish their finished pottery
to a high shine, but usually polish the slip
background and then paint the decoration.
Traditional symbols such as
the Zia bird (a Roadrunner) and
rainbow arcs can be found on
buttons, as well as the Zia
symbols of flower forms, cloud
points, and the sacred symbol
for the sun which was adopted
by the State of New Mexico as
the main element for the State
flag.

V. Mayhall Collection

Acoma Buttons — Jane Quimby & Deb Hanson Collection

Zia - Roadrunner bird
decorated assorted pottery (below) and button
– This is a common
pictorial on Zia Buttons.
Zia Sun Symbol

Zia Cross
V. Mayhall Collection

Zia Button—Jane Quimby &
Deb Hanson Collection
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A mini interview with Chuck Rozanski Pueblo Pottery Collector:
Chuck Rozanski (affectionately known as
Captain Woodchuck) loves Pueblo pottery. His
incredibly-varied collection of pottery (including a
few buttons) numbers around 4,500 pieces.
Chuck began collecting in 1998 when he started
attending auctions in Boulder CO, which were
run by a Four Corners auctioneer who offered
pots, rugs and jewelry. Purchasing jewelry as
Dolores’ Signature
gifts, he became enchanted with the beautiful
Chuck Rozanski Collection
Santa Clara pottery, and after visiting the Pueblo
three years later, became obsessed with all Pueblo pottery—much as we
are with our button collections. Chuck estimates he averages three new
acquisitions a day since he first started collecting.
Chuck first read about Acoma buttons in 2002, and when they appear,
he happily adds buttons from any Pueblo he can find to his ever-growing
collection. Chuck also has several buttons made by famous Acoma potter
Dolores Lewis.

Acoma - Birds, insects and deer. Signed Dolores Lewis
Chuck Rozanski collection

Chuck confirmed that pottery buttons are very rare, but also believes
that most Pueblos had someone making pottery buttons at one time or
another. When asked about signatures, he said the signing of pottery
began in 1925 with the San Ildefonso and later by the Santa Clara potters
in 1930. Signing of the work spread to other Pueblos, and now most artists
sign pieces for sale. Chuck believes most of the Acoma buttons we find
were made in the last 10 years, though the popularity of Zia and Acoma
buttons were at their heyday during 1930-50.
I also asked Chuck about the bird on Zia buttons, and he confirmed it is
almost always a roadrunner. A variety of other birds and animals can be
depicted on other Pueblo’s buttons.
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When asked about extra large “Buttons”,
Chuck expressed that they should be viewed
with suspicion, as they are most likely a
costume decoration (i.e., trim, made with no
intention of closing a garment) such as
those made by the Hopi. The large piece is
sewn to a Hopi Katsina dance costume.

Katsina is a Hopi spiritual
being/helper. The use of the
word Katsina is preferred as it
is closer to the version
spoken by the Hopi, rather
than the more familiar Anglo
version, Katchina.

Round Ball beaded leather – Leather loop shank. Ojbwe Tribe - Lac du Fambeau Reservation, Wisconsin.
Manido-min-esag ("Little spirit seeds, gift of the Manido") is what Ojibwe women
named seed beads. The beads are considered a gift of beauty, and it is said that
people need to have good feelings while working with them. For more on Ojibwe
beading (learn how to bead, patterns and more!), visit http://www.kstrom.net/
isk/art/beads/art_bea2.html on the web.

BEADS
Garment adornment has historically been important to indigenous
cultures. Before the importation of glass beads from Europe, most tribes
used nature to provide color. Vibrancy beyond nature was achieved with
the beads brought to North America by European fur traders. Before that
time, women made beads by carving wood, animal horn and bone, turtle
and tortoise shell, deer hooves, minerals, animal teeth and claws. Modern
beaded buttons and other beaded items today utilize fine quality seed
glass beads made in the Czech Republic.
Several Native
tribes use beads
and produce a
variety of beaded
buttons and
clothing trims.
Most are made on
a leather or felted
fabric “base.”
Unless older
buttons were
Beaded Turtle on leather.
documented at
Cochiti Tribe
the time of

Back View
V. Mayhall Collection
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purchase by collectors, it is hard to discern
which tribe made the button as they are
rarely marked due to their small size.
Currently, a few Native American beaders
infrequently make buttons for the button
collector. They are usually gathered by button
dealers and can be purchased at button
shows. Extra-large pieces are usually made
as rosettes, a garment trim. Pictorial beaded
buttons are unusual and coveted by
collectors.
IVORY
Beaded Head
Normally, when one thinks of “Ivory,” an
Signed Suzie Longhair
“Elephant” comes to mind. Button collectors
Cocopah 7/95
expect to see cross hatching on all ivory
Jane Quimby and Deb
buttons… when actually the visible cross
Hanson Collection
hatching is unique to elephant ivory.
Elephant ivory is identified by the diamond pattern between intersecting
lines, also referred to as an “engine turned” pattern. A savvy button
collector knows the color and
sheen of all ivory types. A
trained eye can find bargains
when most others mistake ivory
as plastic or bone.
Ivory is a hard, white, opaque
substance that includes the
teeth and tusks of animals such
as the elephant, hippopotamus,
walrus, mammoth, wart hog, etc.
Self shank set of 4 buttons.
Great Transportation Button!
Hunter in an umiak with spear.
V. Mayhall Collection
BACKS (below)

Ivory showing “Lines of Retzius”
cross hatching unique to elephant
ivory. V. Mayhall Collection
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Prior to the introduction of plastics, ivory was used
for billiard balls, piano keys, buttons and ornamental
items. The chemical structure of the teeth and tusks
of mammals is the same, regardless of the species
of origin.
“Ivory” can correctly be used to describe any
mammalian tooth or tusk which is large enough to
be carved. Unlike bone, ivory has no blood vessel
system and is dense. Identification of the ivory
Walrus head realistic
source from which a button is made requires serious V. Mayhall collection
study of the “grain” or concentric ring patterns. The
best information for identifying ivory is found on the web at http://
www.cites.org/eng/resources/pub/E-Ivory-guide.pdf. This .pdf formatted
file is about 30 pages and certainly worth printing for your educational files.
Walrus tusk ivory comes from the two modified upper canines. The
average walrus tusk has a rounded, irregular peg shape which can be over
2 feet in length. Ivory carvers use walrus ivory rather than fossilized
mammoth ivory because of its superior quality. During the spring months,
Native Alaskan hunters venture upon the sea in traditional skin boats
called “umiaks.” The boats’ hull coverings are made from several walrus
skins. After a walrus hunt, the meat and tusks are divided among the
participants and villagers. Carvers use the tusks to create works of art.
The tip of a walrus tusk has an enamel coating which is worn away as
the animal ages. Whole cross-sections of walrus tusks are generally oval
with widely spaced indentations. The dentine is composed of two types:
primary dentine (outer
Full body realistic
surface of the tusk) and
Seal button, self shank,
secondary dentine (often
2 inches long
called osteodentine, the
Showing concentric rings
inner portion of the tusk).
of walrus ivory
Primary dentine has a
V. Mayhall Collection
classical ivory appearance.
Secondary dentine is often
described as looking like
marble, tapioca, oatmeallike, or resembling crushed
ice.
After a carver obtains
walrus ivory from a hunter, it
is seasoned to minimize
breakage and cracking in
the finished piece.
Seasoning of newly obtained
or "fresh” ivory, as it is called
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access to supplies will occasionally trade for the old ivory they need to
produce carvings.

Umiaks hulls are painted white
to blend with Arctic snow & ice

in Alaska, may take from as little as several months to as long as one year.
New walrus ivory often has thin black lines, called “breathing cracks.”
These are the effects of sudden temperature change when the walrus
moves from laying in the hot sun at a “haul out” and into the cold arctic
waters.
FOSSILIZATION: The process of replacement
Although most carvings are
of naturally occurring components of a tusk or
done in fresh or "seasoned"
tooth with elemental components of its enviwalrus ivory, there are also
ronment. (U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service)
carvings in "old ivory". Old ivory Editor’s Note: Old ivory can be mastodon,
is sometimes mistakenly
mammoth, or walrus ivory. Fresh and old
referred to as fossil ivory, but it ivory have the same texture and carving
is not truly fossilized yet. The
characteristics. The process that produces
complete process of fossilization "old ivory" is the earliest stages of fossilizatakes hundreds of thousands to tion as the ivory is being mineralized.
millions of years. The process
that produces "old ivory" (sold as fossilized ivory) takes just a few years.
Old ivory has been exposed to a variety of minerals by being buried or
lying on a beach for a number of years. The tusk changes from its natural
white or tan color to a variety of dark, rich colors. Old ivory’s color ranges in
tone, including a mottled or striped golden tone, to stripes of gold and deep
browns. Other
pieces may change
to streaks of gold
with blue tones
depending on the
contact minerals.
Most old ivory is
gathered from
beaches and small
islands. Although old
ivory is abundant on
St. Lawrence Island,
it is generally in
short supply in other
coastal areas and is
Old ivory, blue outer prized by Native
tones, self shank carvers. Native
V. Mayhall Collection carvers without

Eskimo ivory carvings date back 2000 years, to the times of the ancient
Okvik, Punuk and Thule carvers. Ivory carving has always been associated
with those Eskimo communities that were heavily dependent on large
marine mammal hunting to survive. Modern ivory carvers can be found
throughout western Alaska, with the majority of carvers residing on the
larger islands of the Bering Sea.
Walrus ivory can be carved using a number of different tools, some
traditional and some modern. Traditional
carving tools can include scrapers, an
assortment of different grazers, sealskin
thimbles, the adz and the bow drill. Other
tools include hacksaws, files, coping
saws and vises. Today’s carvers utilize
modern small power drills, lathes,
sanders, the Dremel© and a variety of
other small hand and power tools.
Before carving, the ivory is prepared
by trimming away the "husk" or outer
layer of the walrus tusk, with an adz. This
trimming process exposes the inner layer
of ivory, which is then cut up into smaller
pieces to be shaped. Hacksaws and
coping saws are used to define the rough
outline of the image. Files of graduated
coarseness further refine the shape of
the object and finally sandpaper and
metal polish are used to smooth and
polish the finished carving.

Inuit Carver – using a bow drill on
walrus tusk.
Nome Alaska c. 1912

Carvings may also be engraved, after which
India ink, hematite, graphite, or another
commercial coloring material is applied to the
carving. Afterwards excess ink is wiped away,
leaving the etched pattern highlighted.
Occasionally, baleen or old ivory will be used as
insets for the eyes of carved animals.
During earlier times, walrus ivory was carved
for ceremonial purposes as well as items for the
home and for hunting and fishing. As traders
brought in manufactured items to replace those
wares, carving was done for commercial sale.
For Native artists in many remote Alaskan

Chunky contour modified
square/ball. Self shank.
Pigmented etched dots
and circles.
V. Mayhall Collection
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villages, the creation and selling of artwork is the only source of
unsubsidized income. In some of the villages of the Bering Straits region,
unemployment during the summer months is amazingly high (50-75% or
higher) and during the winter months, may be close to 90%. Walrus hunting
and ivory carving are essential to the survival of the traditional Northern
Eskimo cultures.
Most modern ivory carvers also carve or etch their names into the
bottom of the carved ivory carving. This ensures authenticity and makes
the carving legal to sell. Raw, un-carved walrus ivory is illegal to own or
sell unless the owner or carver is an Alaskan Native. Walrus ivory is legal to
own by anyone as long as the original form and shape of the ivory has been
substantially changed by the carving process and as long as the carving
has also been signed by the carver.
Sperm Whale Ivory - Thirty teeth from
each whale can be used for ivory.
Each of these teeth, up to 11" long and
3" across, are hollow for the first half
of their length. Sperm whale ivory is
easily confused with walrus ivory, as
both have two distinct layers. The inner
layer of sperm whale ivory, however, is
much larger. In a longitudinal section,
sperm whale dentin has yellow
"globules" included in the marblization
and is often confused with walrus
ivory. If the item is carved without
showing the dentin, there is little to
distinguish between the two types.
Clean ivory buttons with water and
mild dish detergent, taking special
care around painted or inked surfaces
and inlay work. Do not allow ivory to
soak. If the button is stained, it
probably cannot be removed due to
the porous nature of ivory.

Many views of a hand carved and
very detailed walrus ivory
realistic seal button.
2” long.
V. Mayhall Collection
Modified Octagon, etched and pigmented hunting scene.
Jane Quimby/Deb Hanson Collection
Editor’s Note: According to Ebay,
"Nuguruk" was not an Eskimo
scrimshaw artist, but a Seattle
company of the 1960's that obtained ivory and then hired people to produce scrimshaw. The
products are real ivory, but because the scrimshaw was produced from patterns supplied by
the company, they are not original works of art, and most of the
artists were non-native. The value
is a fraction of real Eskimo art.

Simple clues for ivory identification –
Place the button on your cheek or lip.
Ivory will be cool (much like glass) due to density and conductivity. Plastic
(which is an insulator) will warm quickly to the touch. Items rubbed with a
piece of flannel or silk to generate static electricity can provide helpful
clues, since plastic will conduct static and will attract small pieces of torn
tissue or ash after being briskly rubbed and charged, whereas ivory will not.
It would take years of study (certainly not my area of expertise) to

determine the difference between the work of Pacific Northwest Tribes and
the North Coast tribes, and the differences between the Indian and Eskimo
groups. There are a number of distinctive
ivory carving styles that are characteristic to
certain villages throughout the Bering
Straits region. For example, the King Island
carvers are known for their highly polished
carvings. Carvers in Savoonga and Gambell
on St. Lawrence Island carve life-like birds,
polar bears, walruses and seals. Shismaref
carvers are known for carved ivory bracelets
on which are etched scenes, faces or other
motifs.
BONE
Bone of many different animals,
including the walrus, has been used in
carvings by Alaskan Natives.
Bone is identified by a series of fluid
canals which look like pits or dark scratches
which run in the same direction and can be
found in white, creamy yellow and browns.
A good magnifier can tell you if you have a

Carved darkened bone
realistic bear head.
Alaskan Artist Unknown
V. Mayhall Collection
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bone or ivory button.
BALEEN
Native carvers also carve using baleen as a
carving material. Baleen is a material that
comes from the large filter-feeding whales, such
as the Bowhead,
Editor’s Notes:
Humpback and other
Whale bone is a highly
large whales. Baleen collectible, favorite Alasis the same type of
kan carving medium for
material as human
larger pieces, but is rarely
Scrimshaw on walrus ivory,
used for button-sized obfingernails,
animal
set in ebony. Unsigned.
jects.
hoofs and horns.
J. Journeay collection
Baleen, like fresh ivory,

Baleen had uses other than a carving medium. is illegal to possess unless
it has been artistically
Whalers saved the baleen plates for use as
umbrella ribs and corset stays. In coastal areas of altered and signed, or the
Alaska, baleen had more practical use as a
lashing material and dog sled runners. Carvers obtain the baleen plates
from hunters in the Eskimo whaling communities. The baleen is cleaned
after which scenes of various kinds are etched across the outer surface.
Baleen will be used as inlay occasionally on buttons.
WOOD
Though not common, I have seen a signed
Navajo wood button which was painted with a
typical geometric pattern and vegetal paints
mimicking pottery decoration. The button was
signed on the back in pencil, signed with a
name, “Navajo” and dated in the mid 1940’s.
A rarity and a good find for a button collector!
I’m still looking for one!
PHENOLICS AND FOUND ITEMS
An unusual mosaic and inlay from found
objects of plastics and natural materials is only
identified by the Santo Domingo Pueblo of New
Mexico. Famous for their jewelry, during the
Depression, they couldn’t afford the traditional
materials for jewelry, and turned to battery
Santo Domingo “Battery
casing and red colored records (rather than jet,
Bird” earring. Note the wire
onyx and coral) as bases for their work.
in the eye hole.
Utilizing Bakelite items, bone, hair combs and
toothbrush handles and chips of turquoise set into epoxy as “inlay”, they
transformed these found items into a “poor mans” squash blossom
necklace keeping typical colors and symbols that appealed to tourists.
Featuring a Thunderbird, this type of jewelry has always been known as the
“Battery Bird” to jewelry dealers.
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You Decide: While I have never seen a set of buttons made in this
manner, I own one, which was quite a surprise when I found it months ago
while straightening out a box of buttons to card, but sadly don’t recall how I
got it! I have seen only a few others owned by collectors. My button has a
metal shank that had been glued on (and mine fell off while I was
examining it! Could I find it for this article? No! So much for organization!
Brother!). I suspect these are probably early make-ups (defined by NBS as
a piece of jewelry or other item which did not start out to be a button, but
has been converted at some point with the addition of a shank).
The Battery Bird earrings are smaller than the necklace centerpiece Tbird, and all of the “buttons” I’ve seen have a hole drilled at the “eye” of
the bird to accommodate wire for earrings (see photo).
While giving the benefit of the doubt (since nothing has been recorded
on buttons made by this Pueblo), I feel that it is important to note that the
central necklace piece has an inlay piece for the eye and I feel that the hole
on the button, rather than an inlay, and the fact that the Santo Domingo
were highly skilled artisans who probably would have imitated other
Pueblo’s by making sew-through buttons is fairly strong argument that
these have a “new life” as buttons. Additionally, I wonder if the Pueblo
could have had access to the shank findings or even if they would have had
the funds to purchase shanks during the depression and WWII when they
were using cast offs to make their wares to begin with. I would love to
hear from anyone who has a set of more than two of these or who has any
further documentation or information!
SOAP STONE
Inuit are a people who live near the
Arctic. Their homeland stretches from
the northeastern tip of Russia across
Alaska and northern Canada, to parts
of Greenland. Inuit refers to one of the
peoples formerly called “Eskimos.”
The term Eskimo comes from a native
American word that may have meant
‘eater of raw meat.’ They prefer the
name “Inuit,” which means ‘the
people’ or ‘real people’ and comes
from a language called Injit-Inupiaq.
The singular of Inuit is “Inuk” which
means ‘person.’
Although Alaskan natives have
been carvers of various materials (including soap stone) for thousands of
years, the modern Inuit of Canada began soapstone carving at the urging of
the Canadian Government in the mid-twentieth century as a way to

Western Regional Button Association sincerely
appreciates this article by Vicky Mayhall.
FLYINGBUTTONRANCH on FACEBOOK
http://flyingbuttonranch.blogspot.com/
WRBA is pleased to share our educational articles
with the button collecting community.
This article appeared in the
2006 WRBA Territorial News. Enjoy!
Please join WRBA!

Go to www.WRBA.us

WRBA gladly offers our articles for reprint, as long as
credit is given to the author and WRBA as the source.

